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Dynamo air hockey manual pdf

Dinamo Company was founded in 1973 and has a well-known name in the field of arcade games. They initially started with coin-powered tables and have now expanded their range in all areas. There are many air hockey tables started by Dynamo, such as FireStorm, Blue Streak and Best Shot, etc. Here we will discuss
some of the main tables. This page may contain affiliate links where we may charge you a small commission at no extra cost when you make a purchase. Learn more here. Our Top PicksValley-Dinamo 8ft Pro Style Air Hockey MasaValley Dinamo 8-ft Pro Style Air Hockey Table looks like a solid choice with a large size
to meet serious play. This 8-ft table is specially designed for air hockey enthusiasts who want authentic gaming experience. This is a rather heavy picture with strong leg leveling to maintain its balance. The playing surface is smooth, helping to freely filter the discs on the playing field. It also features a powerful 230V
Dyna-Blaster blower system that helps maintain balanced airfly. The table is quite large and difficult to move. It comes in one piece, except for removable legs. The electronic scoreboard features an LED display and looks pretty durable.2 Mallets and 2 Pucks are also included in the package. There is another version of
the 8FT Pro Style Air Hockey Table. Both versions are pretty much the same but the latter comes with overhead scoring. Overall, the Pro Style air hockey table by Valley Dinamo seems like a good option if it requires a full-size playground and electronic scoring. Pros: LED scoring 230V Dyna-Blaster Blower Smooth
game 2 malves and 2 discs Valley-Dinamo Hot Flash 2 8 Foot Air Hockey TableThe Valley-Dynamo Hot Flash 2 8 FT Air Hockey Table yellow, blue and black combinations come with attractive graphics on side panels. This table is as heavy as any other versions offered by the company. It is similar to the Pro Style Air
Hockey Table except for funky exterior and overhead scoring. Abs feet with heavy leg leveling provide stability and excellent gaming experience to the table. The overhead electronic LED scoring unit helps you keep track of the game and allows a player to keep an eye on the scoreboard. The playing surface looks sleek
and shiny. The single patent Dyna-Blast blower keeps strikers gliding smoothly and the discs moving freely. Some people may interpret from the images that this is a coin-powered painting, whereas it is not. In general, the features of cool graphics are an interesting buying option. This full-size air hockey table is for
arcade game enthusiasts in spacious houses or playgrounds. Pros: Overhead LED Scoring Powerful air blower Solid leg leveling Attractive graphic Valley-Dinamo Pro Style 7-Foot Commercial Class Air Hockey MachineValley-Dynamo Pro Style 7-FT Commercial Class Air Hockey Machine like and a solid table that



provides a suitable gaming experience. This table has a Dyna-Blast blower system for consistent airflow and free condiment of discs. The outside foundation looks stylish yet and the playing field looks good enough to allow some exciting air hockey matches. Prostyle table has a 3-ft height that will be suitable for adults
and also for children in most cases. Strong tyryning legs with heavy leg leveling help in setting the table for balanced play. Electronic LED score abrasion on the board is mounted on the right side of the table to follow the game, while there is also an additional additional scoring board. Accessories include 2 toks and a
disc. The guides are user-friendly and the table can be easily loaded simply by following the instructions. Overall, it seems to be a solid picture and a solid choice to set up a basement. Pros: Electronic scoreboard Additional overhead scoreboard Polistiren legs Flat airflow 2 toks and 1 disc Easy Valley-Dynamo Arctic
Wind 7 Foot Air Hockey TableThe Valley-Dinamo Arctic Wind 7-ft Air Hockey Table while many upgraded versions are available on the market. The table has a manual abacus scoring unit where players must adapt to each goal scored. It comes with highly heavy and robust polypropylene legs for support. The design is
simple and simple. According to the manufacturer, the disc rotates quickly and does not block when a goal is scored. There is also an electronic blower with minimal noise that adjusts the smooth game entry. The surface has aluminum rails that help to deflect the disc effortlessly and accurately. Other accessories include
2 toks and 2 discs. Although the standard size of the disc is 3-1/4, this comes with a smaller 2-1/2. Overall, this looks like a basic, no-frills version of an air hockey table. Pros: Robust polypropylene legs Electric blower Minimal noise Cons: Manual abacus basic design Coin Valley-Dinamo TablesValley-Dynamo Fire
Storm Air Hockey TableThe Valley-Dinamo Fire Storm Air Table Hockey is an attractive firestorm design tool. The Dyna-Blast blower make the gaming experience smoother. Easily adjustable leg leveling helps indecision and control and provides balance to the table. Durable glowing UV coated Formica and cabinet
structure give cool visual effects. 220W built-in speakers add more excitement to air hockey games, while the overhead scoring unit follows your game. In general, this table can be attractive to many people. Lightile Dinamo Best Shot Coin Operated Air Hockey Table If you are an arcade game enthusiast looking for a
charming air hockey table with multiplayer options due to its robustness, this dinamo best shot coin operated table can be a good choice. Dyna-Blast blower system can work to ensure good airflow. This is a coin-operated table that easily builds an attached overhead lighting that can fit most game zones and bars.
Accessories include 2 toks and 2 discs. Dinamo Blue Streak Coin Air Hockey Table Overhead Scoring LightThe Dynamo Blue Streak features cool blue ice graphics with an aluminum railroad surface that helps the table disc move quickly. It is a coin-powered machine with an overhead scoring unit. According to the
manufacturer, the table is of high quality with a powerful blower. It comes with a table with toks including a standard 3-1/4 disk size. In general, it is a good table for commercial use. Dinamo Para-Op Air Hockey Ticket Dispenserile This Para-Op Air Hockey Table is designed by Dinamo for all ages. The table is funky
graphics and good enough to complete the environment of any game zone. Polycarbonate is a coin-powered table with upper rails and a shock-resistant laminate playground. In addition, light and sound provide intense visual effects. The LED scoreboard follows the game and the protective shields are placed on the side
panels. Accessories include 2 Knockers and 2 Pucks.There are also a home version available without coin doors and ticket dispenser. As a result, Dinamo offers a wide range of top quality air hockey tables. It is recommended to read the above mentioned reviews before any purchase so each table can have different
versions. All tables are available at different price points, most of them medium and high level, and are mostly built for large and heavy professional or commercial use. The lack of reviews as this is a reputable brand should not dissuade you. You will find their own tables in many arcade game centers that talk about their
quality and endurance. 1 VD/AdTemp.Rev.02/2013 Dinamo Hockey Service Guide and Instructions See the Full Valley Dinamo product line in Belton St. Richland Hills, TX For International Sale: Valley Dynamo Companies 2 3 Warranty 6 Declaration of Conformity 7 Warnings and notices 8 Basic assembly instructions
10 Side Shield Installation 11 Game Rules 13 Routine Maintenance 15 Operation and Programming 17 Program Configuration v7.01 (no sound) 118 Program Configuration v9.0 (tables w/audio) 20 Table 21 Exploding Diagram of Table Parts 23 Upside Down Track List 24 PCB ID 27 Troubleshooting FlowCharts 36
Closing Notes 2 3 Valley-Dynamo, it guarantees that its new products are free of defects or faulty components caused by faulty production under the following terms and conditions: WARRANTY LENGTH A year at Dynamo Hockey tables. 90 days in SPARE PARTS FOR WARRANTY DAMAGE Valley-Dynamo will
repair, upgrade or replace this product with its only option in the event of any defects in materials or workmanship during the warranty period. This for any warranty claim, Valley-Dinamo must have only one liability and the customer's only remedy. Valley-Dinamo will request and you must provide the entire model number
and serial number of the unit (last 5 digits only) or other proof of purchase, such as invoice or receipt. OPERATORS AND END-USER While our Technical Support staff are ready to assist in diagnosing and troubleshooting your issue, contact the Warranty Service distributor for your equipment. SIRES AND DETECTORS
To get a replacement and RMA number, contact Valley-Dinamo with the unit's Model number and Serial number and reference to the nature of the problem. Valley-Dinamo, at its discretion, will send spare parts and/or issue an RMA for the return of 3 4 failed parts. To avoid billing problems, ask for an RMA when the
failed partition is ready or ready. The loan will only be granted upon obtaining and reviewing the RMA. Valley-Dynamo can send spare parts or give account credits. No refunds. Valley-Dinamo reserves the right to cancel extraordinary RMA's after 30 days. Items returned without the RMA will not be inspected or credited,
and may be rejected or refunded at Customer Expense. SPARE PARTS COVERAGE Vadi-Dinamo guarantees spare parts for 90 days from the date of purchase. To get a backup and rma number, contact Valley-Dinamo, which refers to the nature of the problem, and provide proof of purchase. Valley-Dinamo, at its
discretion, will send spare parts and/or issue an RMA for the return of failed parts. To avoid billing problems, ask for an RMA when the failed partition is ready or ready. Upon obtaining and reviewing the RMA, Valley-Dynamo may send spare parts or give account credits. No refunds. Valley-Dinamo reserves the right to
cancel extraordinary RMA's after 30 days. Items returned without the RMA will not be inspected or credited, and may be rejected or refunded at Customer Expense. SCOPE OF COVERAGE Note that our warranty is not an unconditional warranty for the duration. Dynamo products are made to our rigorous standards and
are known for durability, but are not indestructible and may require periodic maintenance for proper operation. The following are not covered by the warranty. 1) Transport or transport damage 2) Normal wear and tear 3) Negligence, misuse, accident, spill of fluids, mis-placement, misconduct, damage or disruption
caused by misuse of pets, burns or hockey playgrounds - The most common cause of war page or laminate separation on the playground is spilling liquid. Spills are not a closed warranty error. If warranty failure is suspected, the Valley-Dinamo damaged playground or damaged section will return at least 12 square feet (4
x 3) for evaluation Credit will be given for a Playground damaged by a liquid or for inbound or outbound freight for the modified or returned playground. 4) Arızi or indirect damage (except at Valley-Dinamo's discretion). 5) Removal or installation fees. 4 5 6) Shipping fees against Valley-Dinamo's discretion. 7)
Unauthorized replacement of the product. 8) Use of this product with unapproved parts, conversion kits or accessories. 9) Damage caused by fire, flood, lightning or other acts of nature is limited to exemption from damages and responsibilities under this warranty, repair or replacement of a defective product. Valley-
Dynamo cannot in any case be held responsible for any damages arising from interruption of service, loss of work or income, or unfair verb or use or remnation of this product. LIMITED WARRANTIES There are no other warranties, public or innlicable, including but not limited to saleability, revenue generation or fitness
for a particular particular means. The duration of the inn warranties is limited to the period specified in the Warranty Period section above. FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT PLEASE CHECK AVAILABLE RESOURCES FOR USE OR CIRCUIT CHANGES OF NON-DYNAMO PARTS 5 6 6 7 MAY CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY
OR FREEZING DAMAGE! USE ONLY REAL DINAMO AUTHORIZED PARTS. Spare parts and modifications are not recommended for safety and reliability. Replacement parts or changes may be invalid if the FCC type is accepted. Use only authorized components and parts. Otherwise, the warranty will be voided and
may result in incorrect and/or unsafe operation. WARNING Plug this game into a properly grounded socket to avoid shock hazards and ensure proper gaming operation. Do not use an adapter plug to defeat the grounding pin of the power cable. Do not cut the ground pin. The information in this guide is available without
notice. Dynamo reserves the right to make improvements to equipment function, design or components as it requires process in engineering or production methods. LOCAL AUTHORIZED DINAMO COMMUNICATION COMMUNICATION FOR REAL DYNAMO PARTS AND SERVICES. PARTS CAN ALSO BE
ORDERED 7 8 Congratulations on buying the best professional hockey table on the market - a Dynamo Hockey table. BE SAFE: It is highly recommended that at least two people take part in the installation of our hockey tables. Lay the box flat on the floor, paying attention to the section labeled This Side Up. Cut the
banding straps and remove the top of the box completely. Lower the bottom of the box by cutting or tearing all corners vertically. Open the coin cover and remove the cash box containing the lid of the cash box and its contents. Keys for opening the coin door are available with a playground protective pad taped user
manual. Hockey now it should be carefully lifted on the side (the coin housing assembly is on the other side, and when the table is removed it will be pointed towards the ceiling). This should be carried out by two people who lay the table at the ends, not lifting from one side. If you lose grip while lifting the table from the
side, the table can land on it and cause injury. Removing and installing legs. 1. #106 trapdoor at the bottom of the table using the key. 2. Using a socket or switch, remove the bolt and wooden block safely from the legs during transportation. 3. Pull the legs on the right side from the holder brackets and push upwards at a
45-degree angle. Then pull one leg at a time from the left side. Then remove both his right legs. This step is required due to the blower motor. 4. Replace the wooden block and bolt that fastens the legs for future use. 5. Replace and lock the trap cover. 6. Bolt the legs to the bottom of the table using a socket wrench or
flat slot screw screw. 8 9 7. Screw the leg leveling completely into the legs and turn the table upright. 8. Position and subseed the table using an adjustable key. Follow 1-6 steps in reverse order to remove and store the legs. Fire Storm and Short Shot tables include side shields. They can be found in the box with the
table. Side Shields are available as accessories for all Dinamo coins and Pro Style tables. Stumble on their shields now if necessary. If your table is also equipped with an Overhead Lighting and Scoring unit, install the unit now using the instructions included in the unit. If your table is not equipped with an Overhead, it
should come with a side-mounted scoring unit. There are two key switches used to open the access door taped #106 the case (located on the same side as the residential assembly of the medallion). Open the access door and find the power cord that is curled up and standing on the floor of the access area. Find the
hole in the ground and feed the cable through this hole. Next to the coin door is a label indicating the working tension of your desk. Also note that the output must be a workspace. Do not try to skip the grounding feature of your outlet. After confirming that the voltage is correct, insert the table. The floor of the access area
has a switch labeled on and off. Now you need to change this switch to its open location. At this point, the side-mounted display unit is on fire. The 9 10 Dynamo s 3-piece Shield set will help to keep the disc on the table and dissuade you from placing drinks on the side rails of the table. Although it will create a safer
environment, no shields have been invented in every playground that will always hold each disc. Be careful during the game, keep your hands and fingers away from the playground and Dynamo Attention Label, part #Kit Content: Side Shields 2 Central Shield 1 Rubber Grommets 18 1/4-20 x 1 Black Oxide Hex Bolt 4
Lock nut4 1/4 Black Oxide Washers 8 Tool required Phillips Screwdriver 1. Remove the bolts from the Side Upper Rail, except for the bolt at the end of each rail. 2. Place Rubber Grommets in the holes above each Side Shield 3. In FireStorm, align the Side Shield over the LED light strip so that the lighting is inside side
shield's ocyth. 4. Mount the flange of the shields outside. 5. Re-install previously removed Top Rail bolts 6. (2) Install rubber Grommets on each side shield from outside 7. Set up the Central Shield by aligning it with two buttons on each Side Shield and mount (4) each of the bolts and nuts and (8) using the Scrumbs. 10
11 POINTS The first player to score 7 points wins the game. A point is obtained when the ply enters the goal and falls into the goal. After scoring a point, the player is scored after being in the hands of the py disc for the next serve. CENTER PORT If any part of the disc is in the centerline, both players can hit the disc. If
the disc is completely within half of a player's table, if it does not touch the center line, the opposing player may not be able to hit it. Violation of this rule constitutes a foul (loss of possession of the disc). A foul if a player's gavek goes completely over the center line. PUCK OFF THE TABLE When a player hits the puck
offensively and causes him to leave the playing surface, that player is guilty of foul play. However, if a defender leaves the peddly table during a shot interception, moving his gavek to the side, backwards, or at all, the offensive player is guilty of foul play and the defender owns the disc. If the defender rushes forward to
block a shot and the pyr leaves the table, the defender fouls out and loses control of the py disc. COST LOSS It is a foul for a player to lose control of the mallet. It is a foul that pushes the disc over the top by lifting a player's gavek and placing it on the disc. When a player's hand, body or clothing touches the disc, the
disc is a foul on the table and in the game. TARGET TENDING 11 12 If a player's hand, body or suit touches the disc, the disc should be called a goalkeeper if it directly crosses the path towards that player's goal. The goalkeeper creates a technical foul that allows the opponent to free-throw to the suspended player's
unprotected goal. 7 SECOND RULE A player has 7 seconds to perform a shot that crosses the center line. As soon as the disc enters, it starts for 7 seconds and remains on that player's side of the centerline. A violation of this rule is a foul. FOULS If a player fouls and is thrown at him for the same period of play, the goal
counts and the penalty If a foul occurs and the uns innocent player immediately wins already the disc owner, the referee should just continue the game and allow the game to be interrupted. TOKS AND PUCKS Toks and discs must meet the standards and requirements of the U.S. Air-Table Hockey Association.
TOURNAMENT PLAY The tournament game will start by throwing a coin. There is an option to choose which end of the winning first serve or preference table. Players then have alternative first services and side the table for each game after this match. REFEREE A referee must evaluate every game in the tournament
game. FACE-OFF A match should be used in cases where the referee cannot determine which player the fouled player is unable to determine. The disc is placed flat in the center of the table, the player's toks are no closer than 1/2 inch from the disc. When the referee releases the py disc, both players can hit the ball.
PENALTIES A player who fouls is punished by desering ownership of the disc. Technical Foul provides the opponent of the suspended player with a free throw to the unprotected goal. If he misses a free throw, the ply is immediately in play. 12 13 Follow these recommendations to ins in the coming years of your table's
maximum earning power and player appeal. PUCKS AND TOKS: Special discs and toks are made for Dynamo Hockey. The discs and toks you buy with your desk are superior to others available. It is extremely important to use top quality discs and toks to play your table properly and achieve maximum profit. Cheap,
imported discs, which tend to fly off the table, which are slower, lighter, easier chips and result in game time, player dissatisfaction and loss of earnings, are important to avoid. Due to their natural instability (i.e.: flying off the table), there is a risk of player injury when cheap discs are used. Fluorescent disc: The Dynamo
Fluorescent disc () is made of glass-filled Lexan and is specifically developed for the Dinamo Hockey table. This luxury disc was designed and tested for superior speed, visibility, durability and stability on the table. Fluorescent Lexan disc is the best disc on the market and we highly recommend that it be used to insuse
the high level of earnings and player appeal. White silent disc: Also available in our white silent disc () made softer, noise-reducing material. Silent disk is recommended when noise reduction is required. Fluorescent toks: Our luxurious giveees designed to give the disc maximum rebound and absorb impact and keep it
out of players' hands. This has been years of testing and balancing to get the chemical formula right. It seems insignificant, but the sooner a player's hands hurt, the sooner he'll stop playing. This tok will also withstand light imports on many times. Make to search your toks for the Dynamo logo. 13 14 A number of
Dynamo approved discs and toks are available in a number of parts distributors as well as Dinamo Deluxe discs and toks to specify. We added our logo to help define it for you. SANDING: 240 sandy sandpapers () with a piece of adhesive support are added to your table. This should be attached to the side or end of the
table or near it so that players can sand the disc when it stops swimming properly due to small notes and abrasions. Do not place sandpaper on the back of the metal target tip, which may damage the suit. Sanding discs ( ) are available from Dynamo distributors, a hardware store or one of the parts companies that
supply this industry. Sandpaper, such as discs and toks, should be replaced while showing excessive wear. CLEANING: Excessive dust on the surface of your desk will significantly slow down the disc. To prevent this, the table should be cleaned once a week - more often if necessary. We strongly recommend rubbing
alcohol (isopropyl alcohol) to clean the plastic laminate surface. Liquid glass cleaners are also acceptable. Always clean the plastic laminate surface with air to make sure that the cleaning process does not force the kiri up to the apostle holes. Use a small amount of cleaning solution on a clean paper towel to remove
dust and kiri. Regular cleaning and maintenance of the playing surface may prevent holes from being installed. Once a year, check the condition of the air thr holes. If any debris was forced down into the air holes, it can be removed by the following method: with Air ON, use a Dremel Moto-vehicle or equivalent, with a
1/32 drill bit. Gently plug the rotating drill bit into the hole. Riding this debris drill will cause bitholes up and out to the game surface. Just don't use a push-up to push debris down into the table. When cleaning the table surface, do not clean the side rails hit by the disc. The thin layer of dirt helps to properly bank the disc
and keep it on the table. NEVER USE SILICONES, CANDLES OR ANY OTHER PRODUCT THAT MAY LEAVE RESIDUE ON THE PLAYING SURFACE. The USE OF THESE PRODUCTS WILL CAUSE DEBRIS TO ACCUMULATE IN THE AIR HOLES. DRINKS: No drinks should be put on the table. Never. Liquids
poured on the surface should be wiped immediately. Any liquid can leak down the hole in large quantities and into the wood, which will bend the playing surface. We recommend that you prohibit beverages from being tabled at any time. Side shields are effective in preventing customers from putting drinks on the table.
14 15 Applies to all Dinamo Hockey games below, regardless of the type of logic board. Engine UP: Strengthen your built-in diagnostics, Dinamo Hockey table. This diagnostic determines the operation of the processor internal RAM and determines that the internal timer/counter is functioning correctly. At this point, your
screen shows an 8 in the left part of the score screen. If the board passes diagnostics, both I/O ports (coin key and score optics) are checked. Upon successful completion of this operation, an 8 will flash once in the right part of the points unit. 8 lights and if it keeps on burning, the diagnostics didn't go through. In this
case, see the Troubleshooting section of this guide. TOWING MODE: The A/C blower motor and target solenoids are turned off. The score of the last game (if any) and the current number of outstanding credits (if any) are shown on the score screen as follows: The final score (if any) is displayed for three seconds. The
letter c (for credits) flashes briefly. The number of credits (if any) is displayed for three seconds. If there are no loans pending, this cycle repeats until a coin drop is detected. If there is a credit pending, the game will start automatically once it is biked in tow mode. GAME MODE: A/C blower motor and disc drop solenoids
are activated throughout the game. The timer countdown has started and the score screen resets to 0. 15 16 Each detected disc drop is a score given to the appropriate player. When one player reaches 7 points or the timer reaches its preset value, the game ends and the system returns to Pull Mode. Any coin drops,
including Game Mode, are accepted at any time. ADJUSTABLE TIMER: Your Dinamo Hockey table is equipped with a game timer that can be set from 1 to 16 minutes. The default setting for this timer is seven minutes. Since the average game ends in three to four minutes, this setting is usually sufficient, but the timer
can be adjusted to meet your requirements. See the Program Configuration pages (17-19) for timer adjustment parameters. COIN COUNTER: Your Dynamo Hockey is equipped with a coin counter. This counter is advanced once for each detected credit. 16 17 To change the default values, hold down the ACCESS
button, the scoring screen counts down from five, and displays pe (Parameter Input) letters, release the ACCESS button after the countdown, and change the values for each setting using the VALUE button, which has been accessed to the menu system. Press the ACCESS button to switch to the next configurable
setting. When all configurable values are set, the program abandons the setup procedure and the values are stored. SC Maximum score (for a player) Default Value per game 7 Minimum Value 2 Maximum Value 9 LE minutes maximum time a game Default Value 7 minutes Minimum Value 0 (score setting determines
game length) Maximum Value 16 minutes CC Default Value per credit 1 Minimum Value 1 Maximum Value 8 PC Work per credit 1 Minimum Value 1 Minimum Value 1 Maximum Value 3 Dynamo Hockey V7.01 Program Configuration U.S. 110v tables To Set Software Defaults The user must hold down the VALUE button
on the power pc Board of the game. The LED display flashes FP (Factory Parameters) when system defaults are set. After the FP flashes, the screen continues to start mode. At this point, you complete setting defaults. 17 18 Dinamo Hockey V9.0 Program Configuration Usa 110v Tables Volume Software Defaults with
Table Factory Defaults, hold down the VALUE button on the PC Dashboard during the power up to the table. After the usual initial control screen of the 88, the LED display flashes FP (Factory Program). Releasing the VALUE button starts the program by using factory default values. To change the Default Values of the
game, the user must hold down the ACCESS button while the table is down. The countdown from 5 to 1 begins on the LED screen, followed by PE (Program Editing). Releasing the ACCESS button without displaying PE will restart the game and will not access edit mode. Releasing the ACCESS button when PE is
shown displays the title of the first configurable setting for a second, followed by its value. The value can be changed, unsurprisingly, by pressing the VALUE button. Each time the VALUE button presses, the value increases to the maximum value shown in the following table, and then returns to the smallest value.
Pressing ACCESS again displays the next value to display or change. At the end - - is displayed. SC Maximum points (for a player) Default Value per game 7 Minimum Value 2 Maximum Value 9 LE Maximum time in minutes a game Default Value 7 minutes Minimum Value 0 (score setting determines game length)
Maximum Value 16 minutes CC Coins Minimum per credit Value 1 Maximum Value 8 Default Value Per PC Credit 1 Minimum Value 1 Maximum Value 3 SO Audio and Off Default Value 1 Minimum Value 0 (= off) Maximum Value 1 (= on) 18 19 HI Number of rail hits per sound (Example: 3 settings provide one ray
shooting sound every 3 shots, 1 setting provides one sound per rail shot. This lets the table make a lot of noise, Default Value 1 Minimum Value 0 (no strike sound) Maximum Value 5 Pull Audio Range (in minutes) Default Value 1 Minimum Value 0 (no sound pull) Maximum Value 5 St Start Button (not found in coin-
powered games) Default Value 0 Maximum Value 1 tt For games with ticket printers Only Default Value 0 Minimum Value 0 (printed at ticket end) Maximum Value 1 (tickets are printed at the end of the ticket) Max Value 1 (scored when tickets were printed You can control background sounds (crowd sounds and demo
music) using User Effects you can control sounds (railway shots, coins sounds, scoring, etc.) Effects can control audio control user Rail Shot using VR1 potentiometer on the board. 19 20 H parts identifiers on this page H 3 H 40 H 39 H 10 H 4 H 6 H 22 H 11 H 26 H 25 H 15 H 37 H 1 H 17 H 34 H 35 H 29 H 3H 34 H 29 H
3 H 28 The 23 H 24 H 20 H 21 H 30 Side Stickers H 18 H 14 H 13 H 19 H 32 H 2 H 27 H 31 End Decal H 12 H 33 H 9 20 HOCKEY 20 H 8 21 Identifiers correspond to the part numbers listed below. Order the correct part number for your table. Remember: there is no H3. The part number is the key. Ref # Part Number
Item Description * PUCK, FLUORESCENT * PUCK, FLUORESCENT QUIET WHITE * MALLET, FLUORESCENT WHITE * SANDING Disc H PART SHIELD SET H PART SHIELD SET Short SHOT H LOCK WITH 1KEY #J8045 SCREW LOCK TARGET TIPSH KEY J8045 TARGET ENDS H TARGET END, LOCK
INPUT, BLACK, BEST SHOT/PROSTYLE H TARGET END, LOCK INPUT, FLUORESCENT, HOT FLASH II TARGET TIP, LOCK INPUT W/SPEAKER GRID, BLUE, KISA SHOT H TARGET END, LOCK INPUT W/SPEAKER GRID, ORANGE, FIRE OPPORTUNITY H TARGET END, LOCK ENTRY, SILVER, BLUE LINE
H OPTO-SHIELD STICKER TARGET END H TARGET ENTRY H BRCKT,SOLENOID H BRCKT,DC SOLENOID H CORNER, Down, Black H DROP, PUCK H LOCK WITH #106 SWITCHED SERVICE DOORS H #106 SERVICE DOORS H STORY OPEN DOOR - H EMPTY H , SIDE MOUNT SCORING SCREEN H
BRKT, SCORE SIDE MOUNT, BLACK * LENS, RED SIDE MOUNT SCORE SCREEN * WIRE HARE, SCORE, SIDE MOUNT EXTENSION H LEG, BLACK H LEG LEVELER H CORNER, PLASTIC COVER HOCKEY (ONLY ON TABLES WITHOUT ROUND RAILS) FIRE FOR SHORT SHOT H18 NI LEG BOLT STORM
H LED LIGHT STRIP H LED LIGHT STRIP : 5/16-18 x 1 1/2 SLT HEX W/WASHER H19 NI BLACK RAIL/GOAL : BOLT MS, 1/4-20 X 1-11/2 PAN PHILLIPS 21 22 H19 NI FOREIGN LANGUAGE : 1/4-20X.984 D TARGET ANCHOR H PCB, 9.0 SES H PCB FOR DOMESTIC HOCKEY TABLES, 7.0 V TRANSFORM H
ASSY ILE DOMESTIC HOCKEY MANTIC USE, GIVE SERVICE PANEL. 7.0 (PANEL AND ELECTRONICS) * WIRE HARM, MAIN HOCKEY * WIRE HARE, EXPORT CE HOCKEY * WIRE HARE, SCORE SCREEN ANA H SOLENOID,120 AC - US INTERNAL H SOLENOID,12 DC CE TABLES ONLY * SOLENOID
LOCK PIN, 1/8 x 3/4 ROLL PIN * SOLENOID RETURN SPRING H RELAY,G4W-11123A USTV8HP12DC H TRANSFORMER, 120V - 10 VAC - H TRANSFORMER BEFORE 2004,STEP DOWN 220V - 110V AC H BLOWER ENGINE 110V - US DOMESTIC H BLOWER ENGINE, 220V H BLOWER MOTOR GASKET H
BOARD, LED SCORE SIDE MOUNT H SPEAKER SET (2) AUDIO ONLY H POINTS OPTICAL BOARD H DECAL, SIDE HOT FLASH II H STICKER SIDE FIRE STORM H DECAL,SIDE BLUE STREAK H DEKAL,SIDE BEST SHOT H DECAL SIDE SHOT (STORY/ COIN DOOR SIDE) H DECAL SIDE SHOT
(DOORLESS SIDE) H DEKAL ,END HOT FLASH II H DECAL END FIRE STORM H DECAL,END BLUE STREAK H DECAL,END BEST SHOT (STRAIGHT BLACK) H GOAL END NUT BLOCK BRACKET H TARGET END NUT BLOCK H SIDE RAIL ROUND CORNER, SILVER 7 FOOT (PRO-STYLE, BLUE STREAK)
H END RAY ROUND CORNER, RIGHT, SILVER 7 FOOT BLUE STREAK) H END RAY ROUND CORNER, LEFT, SILVER 7 FOOT (PRO-STYLE, BLUE STREAK) H SIDE RAIL ROUND CORNER, SILVER 8 FOOT (BEST SHOT/ PRO STYLE) H END RAIL ROUND CORNER, RIGHT, SILVER 8-FOOT (BEST
SHOT/PRO STYLE) H END RAY ROUND CORNER, LEFT, SILVER 8-FOOT (BEST SHOT / PRO STYLE) H Y1306 RAIL ROUND CORNER, FLUORESCENT HOT FLASH II H Y2206 ROUND CORNER END RAIL, RIGHT FLUORESCENT HOT FLASH II H Y2406 LAST RAIL ROUND CORNER, LEFT FLUORESCENT
HOT FLASH II H R1306 SIDE RAIL ROUND CORNER, ORANGE FIRE OPPORTUNITY H R2206 LAST RAIL ROUND CORNER, LEFT ORANGE FIRE STORM H R2406 END RAIL CORNER, LEFT ORANGE FIRE STORM H R2406 END RAIL CORNER, LEFT ORANGE FIRE FIRNASI H R2406 END RAIL FIRNASI H
R2406 END RAIL II H 2406 LAST RAIL , 8-FOOT BLUE W / SMALL LOGO (PRO-STYLE, BEST SHOT) H PLAYFIELD, HOT FLASH II UV (Blue W / LARGE LOGO) H PLAYFIELD, FIRE STORM UV (BLACK W/FLAME TRIM) H PLAYFIELD 7-FOOT BLUE BLUE W/SMALL LOGO (PRO-STYLE, BLUE STREAK) H
PLAYFIELD 5 FOOT BLUE W/SMALL LOGO (KISA SHOT) H COIN DOOR LOCK, FRAME AND ROLL-DOWN MECHS H METAL BOX CASH BOTTOM H METAL CASH BOX H PLASTIC CASH BOX 8 RATED DOOR 22 23 H50 H52 H53 H51 MOST GENERAL ASSEMBLY SCORE SCREEN PANEL HEADS 2
OVERHEAD H MOUNTING BRACKET CLAMPS - HF II FLUORESCENT H MOUNTING BRACKET CLAMP - SILVER H MOUNTING BRACKET CLAMP - BLACK H MOUNTING BRACKET (SIDE) - HF II FLUORESCENT H MOUNTING BRACKET (SIDE) - SILVER H MOUNTING BRACKET (SIDE) - BLACK WASH
WASH 1/4 SCREW SCREW , BLACK, PAN HEAD PHILLIPS 1/4-20 x 1 FIRE OPPORTUNITY ONLY H OVERHEAD TUBE CLOSURE - FIRE STORM H MOUNTING BRACKET CLAMP - FIRE STORM H MOUNTING BRACKET CLAMP - FIRE STORM H NON-INSTALLED coin for home model tables only 23 24
partition #pieces #25 25 V7.0 U.S. 110v tables audio without 26 26 V9.0 US 110v tables Audio 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 36 Just like that brand new Computer, Phone, The television, the discs sent with the printer and the instructions will also vary between these days, information and the
time that this day has been printed and reached for manual. Sometimes between printing and actual purchase. The most up-to-date and complete troubleshooting, technical and part fault information can be found at any time for additional assistance: a time : During opening hours (Central US Time) : following the
prompts for search and technical support We proudly hope that the American-made Dinamo Hockey table provides decades of trouble-free enjoy. Thanks again for thinking of Dynamo Dynamo
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